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Over the next two months, you will begin to see LOIS construction teams on Alder
Circle, Lakewood Bay, and the “East Arm” of the lake. Two homes on McVey next to
Oswego Lake Dam will be deconstructed to make room for a crane and large dock.
On Lakewood Bay, workers on barges will reinforce existing manholes to increase their
life spans. Pipe fusing will begin from the dock near Oswego Lake Dam in the fall.
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The LOIS system will
replace the
interceptor sewer line,
the backbone of the
City’s wastewater
system located in
Oswego Lake.
Replacement of the
interceptor is critical to
ensuring the
environmental
protection of Oswego
Lake and maintaining
wastewater service for
residents.
The existing interceptor
is undersized, resulting
in overflows during
heavy rains, and is
vulnerable to
earthquakes.
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Equipment similar to this barge and
crane will appear on the lake in
coming months.

Construction begins at Alder Point
easement.

Mobilization efforts begin at Alder Circle this week. This phase involves clearing some
shrubbery, removing the fence and platform, installing a gate, and laying down rock
for erosion control. A mini-causeway or rock pier will be built at the site and a crane will
be brought in to load drill rigs on barges. The barge crew will begin drilling in mid-June
and will make their way East along the new pipeline route.
This September, you will see a micro-piling barge in West Bay. Work on the
pile-supported pipeline in the west end will continue through December.

ADVANCED AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION IS “LAKE FULL” CONTRACTOR
Based in Portland, AAC has provided marine construction, diving, and industrial
services throughout the
western US since 1983. AAC
has provided barges for the
annual Lake Oswego 4th of
July fireworks display for
Micro-piling barge
years.
Drilling barge

Barge sizes in comparison to a football field.

Go to loisnews.com for the latest project information and updates, or call 503-699-7466.

